Awards and recognition

It’s an exciting time to serve the HR marketplace with cutting-edge technologies that engage employees and make it easy for them to feel their best. Here’s a look at Grokker’s most recent industry accolades:

HRO Today Forum TekTonic Award

Grokker is the winner in the benefits category of HRO Today Forum’s TekTonic Awards, which recognize innovation and disruption in the world of technology. Lauded by HRO Today, Grokker’s interactive and personalized approach to wellbeing — combining education and motivation in one convenient location — helps enterprise employees hit their individual goals, ultimately inspiring better engagement, higher adoption, improved performance, and a happier, healthier workforce.

EBN Digital Innovators

Employee Benefit News named Grokker among their 2019 Digital Innovators for its transformative potential in the HR benefits space. By aiming to make the pursuit of wellbeing fun, user-friendly, and accessible via a customized employee experience, Grokker holds a unique position in the changing marketplace.

HR Executive’s Top 100 HR Technology Influencers

Grokker has been given a distinctive place on the list of Human Resource Executive magazine’s 2019 Top 100 HR Technology Influencers for helping to shape the world of HR technology and, importantly, helping to determine its future. HR technology products like Grokker are poised to impact thousands of employers and millions of employees, influencing research and development efforts across the industry.

Send us a question: wellbeing@grokker.com
Talk to our team: 408-876-0802
Book a demo: https://go.grokker.com/book-a-demo